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For each uncountable cardinal K we construct 2” dense unbounded chains (S,, <) of cardinality 
K which as topological spaces (endowed with the order-topology) have, in particular, the following 
properties: They are each O-dimensional and mono-rigid, i.e. the only embedding of .S, into itself 
is the identity, and they are pairwise nonembeddable into each other. If K 2 KZ, the sets S, can 
be chosen such that, in addition, each G,-set is open and hence the measurable spaces (S,, gr), 
where 3, is the c-algebra of all clopen subsets of S,, are mono-rigid and pairwise nonembeddable 
into each other. 
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1. Introduction 
In the literature, many authors have dealt with the problem of constructing various 
rigid topological or algebraic structures. Dushnik and Miller [5] and Sierpifiski [ 131 
constructed dense sub-orderings of (iw, s) with no order-automorphism other than 
the identity. J6nsson [7], Katgtov [8], Kuratowski [9], and Rieger [ 111 (cf. also Van 
Douwen, Monk and Rubin [2]) independently showed that there exist nontrivial 
rigid Boolean algebras; simultaneously, they also obtained rigid O-dimensional 
compact topological spaces. More recently, Dugas and Giibel [4] proved, in par- 
ticular, that any field can be embedded into a rigid field. In [3], we found a large 
family of Blackwell subsets of [w with only very few measurable mappings between 
any two of them. 
Solving a problem of Bhaskara Rao and Rao [ 11, Shortt and Van Mill [ 121 recently 
showed that there exists a measurable space (S, 53) with no automorphism other 
than the identity. In their construction, the underlying set S has a rather large 
cardinality (at least zitN K, where K1 = kt,, K,+, = K,, for each i E N). Here we wish 
to show that for each regular cardinal K 3 K2 there exists a family of size 2” of 
pairwise nonembeddable (in particular, nonisomorphic) measurable spaces (S,, Bi) 
each satisfying an even stronger version of rigidity such that ISi1 = K. This will he 
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obtained through a construction of 2” dense unbounded linear orderings (S,, c) of 
size K which, equipped with the order-topology, are O-dimensional and (topologi- 
tally) rigid and pairwise nonembeddable into each other. 
Before stating precisely our results, let us introduce some notation. A linearly 
ordered set (chain) (S, s) is called dense, if for all x, y E S with x < y there is s E S 
with x < s < y, and unbounded, if (S, s) contains no greatest or smallest element. 
Chains (S, s) will always be endowed with the order-topology, for which the rays 
{XE S: x< s}, {XE S: s <x} (s E S) form a subbasis; hence they are completely 
normal. Now let T, 7” be two topological spaces. We will call T strongly rigid, if 
whenever U is an open subset of T and f: U + T is one-to-one and continuous, 
then f = id. We will say that T is strongly nonembeddable into T’, if for no open 
subset U of T there is a one-to-one continuous function from U into T’. Next, let 
(S, 93) and (S’, 95”) be two measurable spaces. We will call (S, 95’) strongly rigid, if 
whenever B E 3 and f: B -+ S is one-to-one and measurable, then f = id. We will say 
that (S, 93) is strongly nonembeddable into (S’, 93’), if for no set B E 3 there is a 
one-to-one measurable function from B into S’. We will show the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. Then there exist 2” dense 
unbounded chains (&, s) (i < 2”) f o car ma rty K which, as topological spaces, are d‘ 1’ 
O-dimensional, strongl_y rigid, and pairwise strongly nonembeddable into each other. 
Moreover, if K 2 Kz, these sets (S,, <) can be chosen such that, in addition, each G,-set 
is open and consequently the measurable spaces ( Si, a,), where 93, denotes the u-algebra 
of all clopen subsets of Si, are strongly rigid and pairwise strongly nonembeddable into 
each other, 
Here the final statement is immediate since %13, constitutes a basis for the topology 
of Si. For the case of singular cardinals we obtain: 
Corollary 1. Let K be a singular cardinal. Then there exist 2” O-dimensional strongly 
rigid dense unbounded chains (Si, <) of cardinality K with no one-to-one continuous 
mapping between any two of them such that in each S, each Gs-set is open. In particular, 
if 93, denotes the u-algebra of all clopen subsets of Si, the measurable spaces (Si, ai) 
are strongly rigid with no one-to-one measurable mapping between any two of them. 
Proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are given in Section 2. The methods used 
are similar to those of Loats and Rubin [lo]; however, they constructed linear orders 
which are compact (Dedekind-complete) and therefore contain G,-subsets which 
are not open. Some open questions are contained in Section 3. 
2. Proofs 
First let us introduce some notation. As usual, cardinals will always be identified 
with the least ordinals of their cardinality. Let (C, <) be a chain. We denote by 
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(C, c) the Dedekind-completion of (C, s). All suprema and infima of subsets of 
C or C are to be taken in (C?, s ). Whenever A c c and x, y E C with x < y, we let 
(x,y),={a~A:x<a<y} and [x,y],={u~A:x~a~y}. If A,BsC, we write 
A<B to denote that a<6 for all UEA,~EB. If xEC, we use A<x (x<A) as 
abbreviation for A < {x} ({x} < A), respectively. Let c E C and assume that the set 
{x E C: x < c} is nonempty and contains no greatest element. Then 
cof(c) = min{lAl: As C, A < c, c = sup A}, 
the cojinulity of c in (C, s). Similarly, if the set {XE C: c<x} is nonempty and 
contains no smallest element. let 
coi(c) = min{lAl: A g C, c < A, c = inf A}, 
the coinitiulity of c in (C, s). If cof(c) = co1 c , we call this cardinal the coterminulity ‘( ) 
of c, denoted by cot(c). 
Now let (S, <) be a dense unbounded chain. Then each interval (x, y)(. where 
x, y E S\S with x <y is clopen. Hence S\S is dense in (S, ‘) iff (S, s) is O- 
dimensional. 
Proposition 2.1. Let (S, c) be a dense unbounded chain. The following are equivalent: 
(1) Each element s E S has uncountable cojinulity and coinitiulity. 
(2) Each G,-set in S is open. 
In this case, s\S is dense in (3, s). 
Proof. (l)+(2) Let (A,)j,N be a sequence of open subsets of S. Let A=nilN Ai 
and a E A. Choose xi, yi E S such that x, ==z x,,, <U <Y,+~ <yi and (x,, y,).T G Ai for 
each i E N. Let x = sup{x, : i E N} and y = inf{y, : i E N}. Then cof(x) = coi(y) = K,,, 
hence x, y E S\S, x < a < y, and a E (x, Y)~ c A, showing that A is open. 
(2)+(l) Suppose there is SE S with, say, countable cofinality. Choose x, Xi E S 
such that xi <x,+, <s<x for each iEN and s=sup{xi: HEN}. Then [s, x)~= 
n,,N(~i, x)~ is a G,-set, but not open. 
Now assume that one of these conditions holds. Let x, y E S with x < y. Choose 
a subset A={ui: iEN}cS such that x<u,<u,+,<J~ for each HEN, and put u= 
supA~S. Then cof(u)=K,, hence u&S and x<u<y. 0 
The following is immediate: 
Lemma 2.2. Let (S, <) be a dense unbounded chain and s E S. 
(a) Let K be the smallest cardinal such that {s} is the intersection of K open sets. 
Then K = max{cof(s), coi(s)}. 
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(b) Let TV be the smallest cardinal such that s is an accumulation point of a subset 
A ofS of cardinality t_~. Then p = min{cof(s), coi( s)}. 
It is now easy (using insertion arguments as below but in a much simpler form) 
to construct a dense unbounded chain (S, G) such that 
(i) cof(s) = coi(s) > K0 for each s E S; 
(ii) cot(s) # cot(t) for all s, t E S with s # t. 
Then by Lemma 2.2, (S, G) is a strongly rigid (O-dimensional) topological space 
(similar ideas occurred, e.g., in [7,8, 111). Hence, if 93 denotes the algebra of all 
clopen subsets of (S, s), 53 is a a-algebra by Proposition 2.1 and (S, 3) is a strongly 
rigid measurable space. However, requirements (i), (ii) imply that ISI ZCitN ~~ where 
K1 = K,, Kit1 = K,, (i E N). Therefore, in order to obtain the result of Theorem 1, we 
have to use other topological invariants to distinguish the elements of S than just 
crude cardinal numbers. 
Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. A subset C of K which is closed and 
unbounded above in K is called a club in K. An intersection of fewer than K clubs 
is again a club in K. We call two subsets A, B of K equivalent, denoted A-B, if 
there exists a club C in K with An C = B n C. Let A = {B G K: A - B}, the 
equivalence class of A in p(K), and put .%‘(K) = {A: A c K}. We define a partial 
order s on B(K) by letting As t? iff An C G B for some club C in K. Then 
(S(K), G) is, in fact, a Boolean algebra (cf., e.g., [6, p. 571). 
Now let (S, s) be a dense unbounded chain. Let s E S satisfy cot(s) = K > Kr,. Let 
(a,)icK, (bi)icK be two sequences of elements of S such that 
(1) aisa,+,<s<b,+,sbi for each i<K; 
(2) sup{a, : i <j} = aj and b, = inf{ bi : i <j} for each limit-ordinal j < K; 
(3) SUp{ai: i<~}=s=inf{b,: i<~}. 
Then we call (a;; bj)i<, an s-filtering in S Now let A = {i < K: a, E S} and B = 
{i < K: bi E S}. Then (A, 6) is the character of s in S, denoted by char(s). Clearly, 
(A, i) is independent of the choice of the s-filtering (a,; bi)i<K in S: for, let 
(al; b:)i,, be another s-filtering in S, A’={~<K: a:ES}, and B’={~<K: bjES}. 
Then A n C = A’ n C for C = {i < K: a, = a:}, a club in K, and hence A = 2’; similarly 
g = L?. The following lemma, which establishes a certain topological invariance of 
characters of elements, can also be stated in a slightly more general form but will 
be needed only in this version. 
Lemma 2.3. Let (S, <) and (T, G) be two dense unbounded chains, s E S and t E T. 
Assume that cot(s) = cot( t ) = K > No and char(s) = (A, A), char(t) = ($ E) for some 
A, B G K. Let U be an open subset of S with s E U, and let f : U + T be one-to-one and 
continuous with f(s) = t. Then A s I?. 
PrOOf. Let (Xi; Yi)i(K be a t-filtering in r We define elements ai, b, E S, ci, di E T 
(i< K)BS follows. Chooseanya,, bOE Sand c,, d,E Twith a,csc bO, (a,, b,)ss U, 
and c0 < t < d,. If i < K and a,, bi E S, ci, d, E Tare already defined such that ai < s < b, 
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and ci<t<d,, let a,+,,b,+,~S satisfy ai<a,+,<s<b,+,<b, and (u,+,,~~+,)~E 
f’((c,, di)r n (Xi+, 9 yi+l)T). Then choose c,+1, d,,, E [xi+, , JJ,+~]~ such that ci G 
c,+,<t<d,+,~d, andf({ai+L,bi+l})n{c,+,, d,,,} # 0. If j < K is a limit-ordinal, put 
aj = sup{ a, : i <j}, b, = inf{ bi : i <j} E S, 
and analogously for c,, d,. It follows that (c,; d,),,, is a t-filtering in T, (ai; bi)i<K 
is an s-filtering in S, and if j < K is a limit-ordinal with aj, b, E S, then f({aj, b,}) n 
{c,, 4,) # (d by continuity off: Now choose clubs C, C’c K such that 0 @ C and 
Anc={i<~: a,eS}nC={i<K: b,ES}nC, 
BnC’={i<K: C,E T}nC’-{i<K: diE T}nC’. 
ThenAnCnC’sB,showingisl?. 0 
Let (S, C) be an uncountable dense unbounded chain, and let K s ISI be a regular 
uncountable cardinal. Assume that 
(1) cof(s) = coi(s) for each s E S; 
(2) the set {s E S: cot(s) = K} is dense in (S, s); 
(3) whenever s E S with cot(s) = K, then char(s) = (2, ii) for some A G K. 
Then we will call (S, s) a K-Chin. Also, let Char, (S, G) = {char(s): s E S, cot(s) = K}, 
the K-ChUrUCter of (S, G). Now let (S, s), (T, s) be two K-chains, and let s E S and 
t E T each have coterminality K with char(s) = (A, A), char(t) = (6, l?) where A, B G 
K. If neither A< i nor g < A, we say that char(s) and char(t) are incomparable; if 
A # 5, char(s) and char(t) are different. 
Proposition 2.4. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. (a) Let (S, s) be a K-chain 
such that any two elements of S with coterminality K have incomparable characters. 
Then, as a topological space, (S, s) is strongly rigid. 
(b) Let (S, G) and (T, G) be two K-chains such that char(s) and char(t) are 
incomparable whenever s E S, t E T have coterminality K. Then (S, s) is (topologically) 
strongly nonembeddable into (T, G), and vice-versa. 
Proof. (a) Let U be a non-empty open subset of S and let f: U + S be one-to-one 
and continuous. Assume that there is u E U with f (u) # u. Let U’ c U be a non-empty 
open set disjoint to f( U’). Choose any s E U’ with cot(s) = K, and let t = f (s). Then 
t f s, and cot(t) = K by Lemma 2.2. Hence s and t have incomparable characters, 
contradicting Lemma 2.3. 
(b) This is straightforward, arguing as in (a). 0 
Now we turn to the construction of the chains (S,, ‘) of Theorem 1. First we 
wish to define a collection of various chains which will be the basic “building-blocks” 
for our chains (S,, s). Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal, let A c K be a subset 
not containing the smallest element of K, and let I be the open interval (0, 1) in 
(Q, G>. We put [LK,A = (K X 1) 6 (AX {0}), and let [Lc,A carry the lexicographic linear 
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ordering, i.e. for any i, j < K, q, r E I u (0) such that (i, q), (j, r) E [LK,A we put (i, q) < 
(j, r) iff either i <j or i = j, q < r. Then ([L,,, , S) is a dense unbounded chain (a 
long line) of cofinality K. We also put (k,, S) = (LK,(n, S). For any chain (C, G), let 
(C, s)* denote the inverse of (C, s) ( i.e. the set C with the inverse ordering). The 
following is immediate. 
Lemma 2.5. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal, and let A, B E K not contain the 
smallest element of K. Let (S, s) be a chain such that S = L, i, {s} i, L2, L, < s < L2 
in (S, s), (L,, S) is isomorphic to (iK,A, s), and (L,, G) is isomorphic to (kK,B, s)“. 
Then cot(s) = K and char(s) = (A, B). 
In order to construct new linear orderings, we will also need the following insertion 
argument for chains. Let (S, G) be a dense unbounded chain and A, B two subsets 
of S. Assume that (C,, G), ( Dh, s) (a E A, b E B) are chains which are pairwise 
disjoint and also disjoint to S. Let T = S ti UacA C, i, UhtB D,,, and define a linear 
order G on T which extends the orders of (S, G) and of each (C,, G), ( Dt,, s) such 
that in (T, s) we have 
{sES:s<a}<C,<a foreachaEA, 
and 
b<D,<{sES: b<s} foreachbEB. 
Then we say that we define (T, G) by inserting (C,, <) into (S, s) right below a, for 
each a E A, and ( Db, G) into (S, s) right above b, for each b E B. 
Let K again be a regular uncountable cardinal. A subset A of K is called stationary, 
if An C #@ for each club C in K. If K = K,, we let Lim(K) denote the set of all 
limit-ordinals in K. If K 2 KZ, let Lim(K) be the set of all limit-ordinals in K of 
cofinality K,. Then LiITI(K) is a club in K if K = K,, and otherwise a stationary subset 
of K. Now we construct K-chains of cardinality K with prescribed K-character. 
Proposition 2.6. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. Let 4 = {A, : i < K} be a 
system of K subsets of Lim( K) such that A, # Aj whenever i, j < K with i fj. Then there 
exists a K-chain (S, G) of cardinality K with the following properties: 
(1) S\S is dense in S; 
(2) any two elements of S with coterminality K have dtyerent characters; 
(3) Char, (S, G) = &; 
(4) in case that K > &, cot(s) E {K,, K} for each s E S. 
Proof. First split 4 = Uitrm d4, with pairwise disjoint subsets di of cardinality 
K (i E N). We will ConStrUct (s, s) as a countable union of dense unbounded chains 
(S,, G) of cardinality K (i E N). We first deal with the case K 3 K2. Let (S, , s) = 
s). Now let iE N and (S,, s) be defined such that lSil = K =1X,1, where X, = 
iiZSi: cot(s) = KO in (S ,, G)}. Choose a bijection f; : X, + ~4. Then define (S,,, , s) 
by inserting into (St, G) 
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(1) a copy of LJ,L~~, s) right below s and a copy of (IL,,,,,,,, s)* right above s, 
for each s E X,; 
(2) a copy of (ILUI, s) right below s, for each s E S, with cof( s) = K,,, coi( s) = K, ; 
(3) a copy of (kw,, G)* right above s, for each s E Si with coi(s) = K,, cof(s) = K,. 
Then put (S, <) = UltN (S,, s), i.e. let S = IJZtrm Si and define the linear order G on 
S in the natural way such that it extends the order of each chain (S,, G). 
We show that (S, s) satisfies the assertions of the lemma. Clearly 1st = K. Observe 
that S,\S, is dense in S, for each i E N, and whenever x E~\S,, there is no y E S 
with {sgSi: s<x}<y<x or with x<y<{s~S,:x<s}. Hence S\S is dense in S 
Next note that whenever s E S, has uncountable cofinality (coinitiality) in (S,, s) 
and As Si with A< s and s =sup A(s<A and s=infA) in (S,, s), then also 
s = sup A (s = inf A) in (S, G), respectively. It follows that in (S, G) we have 
cof(s) = coi(s) E {K,, K} for each s E S, and the sets {s E S: cot(s) = p} (p E {K,, K}) 
are both dense in (S, G). Now let s E S with cot(s) = K. Then s E S,\S,_, and s E Xi 
for some i 2 2. Thus fi(s) E &,, and the character of s in (S, G) coincides with the 
character of s in (S,,, , c), which is (f;(s), _&n) by Lemma 2.5. Conversely, for 
each A E d there are i E N and s E X, withf,( s) = A; hence char(s) = (A, A) in (S, s). 
Conditions (2) and (3) follow. 
Now let K = K,. We also define a sequence of sets (Ai)i,rm where A, c Xi = 
{sES,: cot(s)=K,} (iEN/). Put (S,, a)=([l,, s) and A,=@ Now let iEkJ and 
(Si, s), A, be defined such that ]Si] = K = IX,\A,I. Choose a bijection fi : X,\A, + LZ&. 
Then define (S,,, , S) by inserting into (S,, C) a copy (L,, s) of ([I,,,;,,,, G) right 
below s and a copy (L.:, s) of (IL,,,,c,5,, s)* right above s, for each s E X,\A, ; also 
choose isomorphisms g, : (IiK,,,(,), G) + (L,, “-), g: : ([L,,,,,,,, G)* + (L:, s). Then let 
A;+r=Aic U (g.~(f;(s)X{O})ug:(f;(s)X{O})). 
Finally, let (S, G) = UitN (Si, s) and A = IJ,,, A,. Arguing as above, we obtain that 
cot(s) = K for each s E S\A and cot(s) = N, for each s E A, and the result. 0 
Next we note the following important result of Solovay’s. 
Lemma 2.7 (Solovay [14, Theorem 91). Let K be any regular uncountable cardinal 
and A E K a stationary subset. Then there exist K pairwise disjoint stationary subsets 
Aic~ such that A=UICKA,. 
Let again K be a regular cardinal and A E K a stationary subset. As is well-known, 
by Lemma 2.7 there exists a system & of size 2” of subsets of A such that neither 
fi s ? nor ?s fi in Z’(K) whenever U, V E ti with lJ # V Indeed, decompose 
A = uj,, A, CJ ujCJ, B, into K pairwise disjoint stationary subsets (IJ = JJ’] = K). 
Choose a bijection f: J + J’. For each subset I c J, let A, = U,r, A, ti u,iJ,,,C,l B,, 
and put &={A,: IcJ}. 
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Now we can give the proofs of our results. 
Proof of Theorem 1. As noted before, Lim(K) is a stationary subset of K and there 
exists a system & of size 2” of subsets of Lim( K) such that neither 2 c g nor t? s A 
in a(K) whenever A, BE d with A f B. Now split d = uicZfl di into 2” pairwise 
disjoint subsets di each of size K. For each i < 2” there exists a K-chain (Si, s) of 
size K satisfying conditions (l)-(4) of Proposition 2.6 (with Char,(Si, c) = &i). 
Then the topological spaces Si are O-dimensional and, by Proposition 2.4, strongly 
rigid and pairwise strongly nonembeddable into each other. If K > KZ, Proposition 
2.1 completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Corollary 1. Let A be the set of all regular cardinals A with PC2 s A < K. By 
the proof of Theorem 1, we can choose for each A E A a family $A of 2” pairwise 
strongly nonembeddable O-dimensional strongly rigid A-chains (S? , S) (i < 2”) in 
which each G&-set is open such that cot(s) E {K,, A} for each s E St. Now choose 
(S”, c) E 9,+ for each A E A. Let (S, s) =C{(S^, s): A E A}, i.e. S= Uht,, S” and 
the order on S extends the order of each chain SA such that in (S, s) we have 
S” < S”’ if A, A’E A with A < A’. Clearly (S, s) is a O-dimensional dense unbounded 
chain of cardinality K in which by Proposition 2.1 each G&-set is open. 
We claim that (S, G) is strongly rigid. Suppose U c S is open and f: ZJ + S is 
one-to-one and continuous with f # id. Choose u E U with u #f(u) and A E A with 
u E S”. Let U’c U n S” be a nonempty open set which is disjoint to f( U’). Choose 
s E U’ with cot(s) = A, and let t =f(s). Then t # s and cot(t) = A in (S, s) by Lemma 
2.2. Thus t E S”, and there is an open neighborhood V of s with V c U’ and f ( V) G S”. 
But (S”, s) is strongly rigid, a contradiction. 
Nowletalso(T”,~)~~~(A~A),andput(T,~)=~{(T”,~):A~A}.IfShfTh 
for some A E A, by a similar argument as above there is no one-to-one continuous 
mapping from (S, <) into (T, s) (and vice-versa). There are precisely nThtl, 2” 
possibilities to obtain in this way chains (S, s) constructed as above with no 
one-to-one continuous mapping between any two of them. By cardinal arithmetic 
(cf., e.g., [6, Lemma 6.4]), we have 
n 2” = (27, =2”. q 
h tn 
3. Some open problems 
In view of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, several open questions arise. 
Questions 3.1. Construct a strongly rigid measurable space (S, 93) with ISI = K,. Is 
there a strongly rigid dense unbounded chain (S, <) of cardinality K1 in which each 
G,-set is open? 
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Question 3.2. Is there a measurable space (S, 3’) such that 93, as a Boolean algebra, 
is rigid? 
Question 3.3. Let K be an uncountable cardinal. Are there 22’ pairwise non-isomor- 
phic (or: strongly nonembeddable) strongly rigid measurable spaces (S, 93) with 
ISI = K ? Clearly, the number 2” in Theorem 1 or Corollary 1 is the maximal possible 
one we can obtain with our present construction via chains. 
Question 3.4. Is it possible to obtain in Corollary 1 2” chains (S,, G) which are 
pairwise strongly nonembeddable (respectively measurable spaces ( Si, %Ii))? 
Note added in proof 
The spaces S, of Theorem 1 can be chosen to be K-COmpaCt, i.e., every open cover 
of Si contains a subcover of size less than K. To establish this, start in the proof of 
Proposition 2.6 with (S,, S) = (Q, S) and Iti,1 = K,. Then proceed as before. 
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